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The first step into Digital Transformation is TRUST.

WHO is the person on the other side of the screen?

Biometrics and Artificial Intelligence
are the cornerstone for secure and reliable
Digital Transformation.

What’s
biometrics?
Click and read the article

INDUSTRIESSOLUTIONS COMPLIANCE VERIDAS

What HowWhy

Safeguarding
real identity

Benefits

http://www.veridas.com/en/que-es-la-biometria/


Our
solutions

Our mission
is to PROVIDE TRUST
in the digital world
by guaranteeing
the identity of the person 
with whom we digitally 
interact by:

Why HowWhat Benefits

Fraud
prevention

NIST evaluated.

Verification 1:1.

Identification 1:N.

Clusterization.

Face
authentication

NIST evaluated biometric engine. 

Cloud-based authentication API.

Certified anti-spoofing and liveness
detection technology.

Voice
authentication

Verify with 3 seconds of voice.

Language-independent.

Text-independent.

NIST evaluated.

Digital
onboarding

Improve conversion funnels. Always.

Reduce costs.

Improve user experience.

Prevent digital fraud.

Comply with all legal regulations.

INDUSTRIESSOLUTIONS COMPLIANCE VERIDAS

Learn more >>

Learn more >>

Learn more >>

Learn more >>

Identity, biometrics and AI
Click and download the ebook

https://veridas.com/en/voice-biometric-authentication/
https://veridas.com/en/digital-onboarding/
https://veridas.com/en/fraud-detection-software/
https://veridas.com/en/face-biometric-authentication/
http://www.veridas.com/en/ebook-identity-biometrics-and-ai/


Why HowWhat Benefits

Digital access 
management

INDUSTRIESSOLUTIONS COMPLIANCE VERIDAS

Made in Europe.

Fully GDPR compliant.

Patented biometric QR.

Sectors

Employee management.

Visitor management.

Sports facilities.

Gaming sector.

Access to events.

Logistics.

Learn more >>

The gate that links
your REAL physical identity
with your digital identity.

You no longer need
any id cards and tickets.

Thanks to Veridas facial 
biometrics, dasGate 
gives you fast, secure, 
convenient, and 
contactless access. 

Just be you.

Biometric solutions
for access management
Click and discover our solution
in El Sadar Stadium

https://das-gate.com/
https://youtu.be/l-SpG9bCTP8


Why What How

Propietary
world-class
technology

Veridas is a SaaS company that provides 
solutions to verify people’s real identities
in the digital space.

We do it by developing proprietary technologies 
of face biometrics, voice biometrics and 
identity document verification.

Benefits

INDUSTRIESSOLUTIONS COMPLIANCE VERIDAS

Face biometrics
Face recognition 

Liveness detection

Biometric QR (patented)

NIST top ranked

Voice biometrics
Voice recognition 

SdSV 2020

NIST top ranked

ID verification
OCR Data extraction

ID Document Validation

NFC Chip reading

Learn more >>

Learn more >>

Learn more >>

View our Global document coverage
We cover more than 400 identity documents from over
180 countries, including all ICAO regulated passports.

Learn more >>

https://veridas.com/en/face-biometrics/
https://veridas.com/en/voice-biometrics/
https://veridas.com/en/global-document-verification/
https://veridas.com/en/global-document-coverage/
https://veridas.com/en/global-document-verification/


Veridas’
biometrics 
triangle

The combination of biometrics and Artificial 
Intelligence is the only formula that improves security 
and user experience while allowing companies to 
optimize costs.

Why What How Benefits

Security

Cost
optimization

User
experience

Voice biometrics: a revolution in 
cost savings and fraud detection 
Click and watch the webinar (ESP)

INDUSTRIESSOLUTIONS COMPLIANCE VERIDAS

https://veridas.com/webinar-biometria-de-voz/


More than 100 
clients around
the world

SOLUTIONS INDUSTRIES COMPLIANCE VERIDAS

Success storiesClients

Leaders in every sector already trust us.

Financial services Insurance

Mobility

Telcos & Utilities

Gambling Hospitality Government



Clients Success stories

Ventocom,
online customer

onboarding

#1

Read
case study

BBVA,
open an account

with a selfie

#4

Read
case study

BBVA Mexico,
improving the lives

of pensioners

#2

Read
case study

Covadonga,
agile and convenient
access management

#5

Read
case study

Codere,
prevention of underage 

gambling

#3

Read
case study

BBVA,
mobile change

validated in app

#6

Read
case study

View more success stories  >>

SOLUTIONS INDUSTRIES COMPLIANCE VERIDAS

https://veridas.com/en/success-stories/ventocom-case-digital-onboarding/
https://veridas.com/en/success-stories/bbva-case-digital-onboarding/
https://veridas.com/en/success-stories/bbva-case-proof-of-life-with-voice-biometrics/
https://veridas.com/en/success-stories/covadonga-case-verification-in-accesses/
https://veridas.com/en/success-stories/codere-case-fight-against-underage-gambling/
https://veridas.com/en/success-stories/mobile-change-validated-in-app/
https://veridas.com/en/success-stories/


Technology
certified

At Veridas, we have obtained the ISO 27001 certificates 
in information security systems in terms of information 
security. We have now added the certificate of 
compliance with the National Security Scheme (ENS). 
 

 
In addition, we comply with current data protection 
regulations, such as the European General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), the California Consumer 
Privacy Act (CCPA), and the regulations of the different 
countries in which our customers and partners operate.

Veridas was born in 2017 with the utmost commitment to quality, 
reliability, regulation, and regulatory compliance.

We submit our technologies to the highest international 
standards, such as NIST (National Institute of Standards 
and Technology), for facial and voice biometric 
verification. 

We are also ISO 30107 iBeta level 1PAD certified for 
proof-of-life verification.  

 
In addition, at Veridas, we evaluate our technological 
solutions and comply with the SEPBLAC requirements 
and the CCN-STIC-140 Guide (within the requirements 
of the eIDAS Regulation), as accredited by Dekra 
Testing & Certification.

SOLUTIONS INDUSTRIES COMPLIANCE VERIDAS

Veridas compliance
Read all our certifications

https://veridas.com/en/compliance/


Our mission
A team of 150 highly qualified people, present in Europe,
Latin America and the United States, which draws from 
its roots in Navarra, Spain, where our headquarters are 
located: an ideal place for technological development, 
where universities, research centers, companies and 
hundreds of talented people make up a highly
competitive innovation ecosystem.

And in 2012 we started to investigate, and we found that 
the combination of technology and biometrics could 
provide a more comfortable, secure and reliable solution 
to accredit us, to access, to sign…

Today Veridas is for you, to make it possible that only you 
are needed: your voice, your face… to open the door that 
connects you to the world.

SOLUTIONS INDUSTRIES COMPLIANCE VERIDAS

Partners HeadquartersTeam

Veridas manifiesto
Read our mission

https://veridas.com/en/about-us/


Become a partner
We have been developing 
100% proprietary cutting-edge 
technology for digital identity 
verification for over 4 years now. 
More than 50 million validations 
worldwide endorse us.

Become part of our network and 
add the best verification solution 
in the market to your product 
portfolio.

We are looking for:
Platforms
Commercial partners
Integrators

Team Partners Headquarters

View more partners  >>

SOLUTIONS INDUSTRIES COMPLIANCE VERIDAS

https://veridas.com/en/partners/


Pamplona (HQ)
Madrid
Ciudad de México
Bogotá
San Francisco

Team Partners Headquarters

SOLUTIONS INDUSTRIES COMPLIANCE VERIDAS

https://veridas.com/en/contact/


All Rights Reserved – This document contains confidential information, property of Veridas, and cannot be reproduced, copied or revealed to third parties without the express written authorization of Veridas. The information of this document must be kept secret and used in the exclusive benefit of Veridas.

www.veridas.com
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